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~ANDMARK IN CENSORSHIP 

"It is clear on the record that appellant was convicted because Michigan ... made it 
~n offense for him to make available to the general reading public a book that the 
trial judge found to have a potentially deleterious influence upon youth. The state 
insists that, by thus quarantining the general reading public against books not too 
~ugged for grown men and women in order to shield juvenile innocence, it is exer
cising its power to promote the general welfare. 

~'Surely this is to burn the house to roast the pig ..• 

i'The incidence of this enactment is to reduce the adult population of Michigan to 
reading only what is fit for children. It thereby curtails one of those liberties of 
~he individual. .. that history has attested as the indispensable conditions for the 
maintenance and progress of a free society. 11 

In these historic words, Justice Felix Frankfurter on February 25 delivered a unan
imous opinion from the United States Supreme Court, in voiding a 118-year old 
Michigan statute and in declaring in favor of a Detroit book dealer convicted under 
its provisions, which made it a misdemeanor to sell ANY book, masazine, pamph
let, or similar publication "containing obscene, immoral, lewd, or lascivious" ma
terial "tending to incite minors to violent or depraved or immoral acts, manifestly 
tending to the corruption of morals of youth" - the book dealer was Alfred E. Butleri 
the book, The Devil Rides Outside by John Howard Griffin. 

,.,---- The New York Times (Feb. 2 7), while hailing the decision as a "blow to censor ship, 1 

went on to point out, in a carefully worded analysis of the decision: 

The Frankfurter opinion does not mean that pornographic literature 
can now be sold to youngsters with impunity; it merely means that 
adults cannot be deprived of the right to buy books merely because 



such books may be bad for children. The decision thus clears up 
only one small part of our confusing obscenity statutes; other cases 
now pending in the Federal Courts may give much further needed 
clarification to the picture. 

Editorial reaction was immediate and almost unanimously favorable across the land 
"refreshing as well as realistic" (Springfield, 0.); "robustly good and sound sens~ 11 

(Waterbury, Conn.); "a good day's work" (St. Louis, Mo.); ''sensible" (Tulsa, 
Okla.); "sound and lordly" (Toledo, 0,). 

Some, either intentionally or unintentionally ignoring the fact that the Supreme 
Court was not ruling on obscene materials as such, lamented the decision as a 
capricious and irresponsible one and gloomily predicted that it would open the floqd 
gates for filth across the land -but they were a minuscule minority. ' 

Much more evenly divided was the reaction as to how the decision would affect pre• 
sent (and pending) state legislation. A few raised the familiar cry of violation of 
states' rights; others insisted their state legislation was 1different 1 anyway. Time 
magazine (Marek 17) cooclu.ded that the Supreme Court, in striking down the Mich
igan law, "indirectly" struck down "similar laws in eleven other states"-Colorado, 
Florida, Iowa, Maine, Rhode Island, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Vermont, 
Virginia, and West Virginia. 

CANADIAN LAND MARK 

The Supreme Court of Canada on March 8 delivered a telling blow against censor-
ship in declaring the so-cal:!.ed Quebec Padlock Law of 1937 invalid in a history- ---
making 8 to 1 decision, Chief Justice Patrick Kerwin delivered the opinion. 
Thus was removed a law which, however weU-intentioned in its aim of sealing the 
lips of Communists t,hrough forbidding them the right to print, constituted an obvi-
ous threat (by implication) to the political, economic or social liberties of some 
4, 000, 000 Quebec citizens. As the Vancouver (B. C.) Province commented on 
March 9, "Tbe irnportance of the Supreme Court•s decision is not that it will per
mit the Communists of Quebec to start up their printing presses again - which it 
will. The importance is rather that it will prevent any little would-be aristocrat~ 
from closing them down. 11 

BUSY AS BEES 

Despite possible after-effects of the U. S, Supreme Court's ruling on the Butler 
case in Michigan, state legislatures across the land (California, Georgia, Idaho, 
Indiana, . Massachusetts, Minnesota, New Jersey, New Mexico, New York, Ohio, 
Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Vermont, West Virginia, and Wisconsin) continued to 
make sounds like busy bees at pollen-time, hard at work to legislate morality 
(mostly for youth) on numerous fronts - the comic book, the magazine, the paper
back, works of art, movies, et al. 

Comics: Aimed chiefly at comic books emphasizing crime, violence, or sex, 
most of the proposed legislation in Wisconsin, New Jersey, Indiana, Idaho, and 
California suffers the faults of vagueness and loose wording. Some bills h~ve been 
so loosely drawn that they could be construed as applying even to textbooks on 
criminology and many other types of writing. In Idaho, for example, a bill specif
ically referring to comics but not limited to them was approved by the House 
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overwhelmingly (51-6), though one critic pointed out that Crime and Punishment 
·and Grimm 1 s Fairy Tales would qualify for banning under the bill. Bills before 
other state legislatures have exempted comics depicting crimes and stories of hor
ror which are 1part of the dissemination of current news', or 'historically true', or 
'based on occurrences actually (sic) set forth in the Sacred Scriptures of any reli
gion•. 

Obs.celZI.ity: In New Mexico, only state with no obscenity statute, the House paseed 
an antipornography bill amended to exclude newspapers, magazines, periodicals, 
motion pictures shown in licensed theatres, and ''recognized works of art." Still 
banned was the public exhibition of books considered obscene, except for ''univer
sally accepted literary works." 

Other states are considering measures to strengthen present laws - Minnesota 
(2 bills), California (2, along with 2 other censorship bills), New York {3 bills), 1 
each in Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, and Tennessee. Action on pending legisla
tion in Vermont and West Virginia has been held up as a result of the recent U. S. 
Supreme Court decision. Alaska, while not yet a state, also gets into the act - with 
an extremely lengthy bill before its Senate. 

School texts and library books: Before the California Senate is a bill to prohibit 
11 selection or retention" of books or other materials "contrary to or at variance 
with the duties of teachers" as set forth in the Education Code. In Georgia a pro
posal to set up a three -man commission to approve each and every book used in 
libraries or classrooms of schools receiving state grants stalled in committee an4 
will be held up until the next Ceneral Assembly. 

Films: Despite historic U. S. Supreme Court decisions ruling movie censor 
boards invalid, in Pen:1sylvania and Ohio bills urging strict movie censorship have 
been submitted. Kansa.B, however, is moving in the direction of abolishing its pre
sent censorship board. 

MAR TIN LUTHER AND BABY DOLL 

Martin Luther and Baby Doll are strange bedfellows, indeed. But they also afford 
l.lluminating (and disturbing) examples of the ways of censorship; and in neither 
case, as it happens, are the consequences particularly happy. 

Baby Doll (book by Tennessee Williams, film directed by Elia Kazan), left to her 
own devices, would probably have had her day, enjoyed moderate success, been 
hailed by some as 11art:.stic 11

, by others as "unpleasant", engendered a fair amount 
of critical controversy and a fairer amount of trivial teacup talk. But Baby Doll, 
whatever her true merits and demerits, whatever her true stature, whatever the 
intent of the man who created her image in words and the man who created her 
image on celluloid, was destined for other things. 

On November 27, the Catholic National Legion of Decency awarded the film a "C" 
or "condemned" rating, pronouncing it an "obvious violation" of the motion picture 

·code, although it had received the production code of approval of the Motion Picture 
I Association of America. Then, on Sunday, December 16, Cardinal Spellman, who 

had not seen the film, mounted the pulpit of St. Patrick's Cathedral in New York to 
voice in person his condemnation of the film and to warn those under his spiritual 
jurisdiction to stay away from it "under pain of sin" (New York Times, Dec. 17). 
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From that point on, Baby Doll became a kind of minor cause celebre. In the fu
rore that - ensued~ bishops, rabbis, cardinals, critics, columnists, theatre owners 
and managers, laymen of every faith, city councils and county attorneys, volun
teer civic groups, and even the courts, became embroiled. Perhaps no single 
book or movie in recent times has exemplified so clearly the dubious, devious, and ..---...._, 
dangerous ways of censorship: judgments on hearsay evidence, the pressures of 
volunteer self -appointed groups, the clouding of the issues, the distortion of values 
in judging the part rather than the whole, the process of pressure through picket 
and prolonged boycott, the guilt by association ("So you saw 'Baby Doll', so you 
like obscenity") - these are all here. No one thought longer of the inte.nt of the 
author or producer (said Mr. Kazan, quoted in the Nov. 28 New York Times: "I 
made 'Baby Doll' as I saw it ... I wasn't trying to be moral or immoral, only truth-
ful") or the merits of the film apart from whether 'moral' or 'immoral'; the film 
pad now achieved a 'banned in Boston' status. 

New voices took up the hue and cry, clergy disagreeing with clergy and critic with 
critic. The Reverend John A. Burke, ecclesiastical director of Britain's Roman 
Catholic Film Institute, saw "no reason why adult Catholics should not see it"; a 
:rabbi termed the controversy ••much ado about nothing••; Dean Pike of the Episcopal 
Cathedral of St. John the Divine observed that 11the picture is not a pretty one, but 
it is real 11 and added (New York Times, Dec. 24): 

It is one of the privileges of adulthood in a free country to expose 
one self to picturizations of life and make one 1 s own interpretation. 
The task of the church is not to spare adults this experience but 
rather to provide them with the right canons of interpretation and 
to furnish them with answers in depth to questions asked in depth. 

Baby Doll immediately provided a convenient springboard for self-appointed cen-
1:1or groups and censorious -minded officials. Catholics, following Cardinal 
Spellman's lead, banned Baby Doll up and down the land, which, in the smaller 
towns, often resulted in the movi~s not being available at all (many theatre mana
gers blandly stating as their policy 11if the Legion of Decency condemns it, I won't 
show it in my theatre 11

) either to Catholic or non-Catholic. 

While the dangers of such a widespread ban applied by one group are obvious, it re
mained for Albany (with a six-month's boycott of a theatre, ordered by a Catholic 
bishop) to provoke a leading Catholic layman, John Cogley, one -time editor of 
Commonweal, into sharply observing in that magazine (Feb. 1): 

A few weeks ago I wrote on the 11Baby Doll" controversy and con
cluded that there was no civil-liberties issue at stake ... I regarded 
Cardinal Spellman's sermon as an exercise of religious liberty. 
Ordering a boycott of a film is something else ... 

One cannot avoid the conclusion that here is a case of naked economic 
pressure, a display of sheer power. If there were only a few 
Catholics amo::-t g, the theatre's patrons, the quarantine would be a 
fruitless gestur e . But there are enough to make Catholic disapproval 
hurt keenly, maybe even fatally. The diocese, it seems, has de
clared war, with the price of admission tickets the chief weapon. 

Other extreme forms of boycott were applied at theatres in Davenport, Iowa 
(declared ••off-limits" for two months by a Moline, Ill., Catholic clergyman); in 
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Providence, R.I., although the theatre showed a cut version (a 6-month boycott by 
a Catholic fraternal order); Jersey City, N. J, {a 6-month boycott for 600,000 
Catholics); all Alabama and West Florida theatres (by the Archbishop, indefinitely, 
to 125 churches, "under pain of serious sin"). 

Picket lines formed in several cities. In Carlisle, Ark., the Catholic pastor him
self led the picketers. Following the Catholic bishop 1 s "massive condemnation", a 
picket line formed outside a Raleigh, N. C., theatre, 

Deleted versions were approved for showing in other cities, as in Quebec (by the 
:eoard of Film Censors), in Providence (where the chief of the police division of 
Special Services ordered certain portions cut) and in Lynn, Mass. (where "the ver
sion with all objectional (sic) scenes supposedly cut" would be shown}. 

Cancellations under pressure occurred in Dayton, Philadelphia, New Bedford (the 
~ayor "didn't want the picture shown"), Norristown (Pa.), Casper (Wyo.) and 
Clarksville (Tenn.). In many communities, Protestant groups joined with Catholic 
ip. banning the movie on hear say evidence. 

Whole areas were also blacked out, as in New England, where Joseph P. Kennedy, 
owner of a 20 -theatre chain, some of them in small single -theatre towns, refused 
to book the film. 

Space prevents listing all the towns, cities, and counties which dusted off old laws, 
enacted new ones, or "cooperated" in refusing to show the film. An injunction 
against the film in Aurora, Ill., was upheld; the censors, flushed with success, 
dispatched a telegram to Springfield, urging Governor Stratton to ban the film on a 
state -wide basis. In Atlanta, Ga., the Library Board of Appeals got into the act by 
upholding the Atlanta movie censor who refused the picture a permit after reviewing 
it. 

Thus Baby Doll came of age. 

II?- Martin Luther, the ways of censorship took another tw:n. WGN -TV had scheduled 
the already well-known and widely exhibited film for its TV premiere on December 
21. However, responding to what was termed a "flurry of protests" that the film was 
"~mti-Catholic and attacks the Catholic Church", the station1s general manager, in 
what later proved an extremely ill-advised act, cancelled the showing and offered 
t!+e following explanation (Chicago News, Dec. 21): "Shortly after the announcement 
of the showing ... it became apparent that there was an emotional reaction to the 
plan. In view thereof, the station has elected to cancel the showing, not wishing to 
be a party to the development of any misunderstanding or ill will among per sons of 
the Christian faith in the Chicagoland area." 

In the light of subsequent events, no words could have been more ironic. Reaction 
was immediate, spontaneous, and wid~spread. Protestant and Jewish leaders from 
the Church Federation of Chicago voiced sharp protests. Cardinal Strich and the 
Rt. Rev. Msgr. Burke, Chancellor of the Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Chicago, 
were quick to disavow any official Catholic action, pointing out that the protests re
ceived by the general manager were protests from Catholics as individuals. (The 
Legion of Decency had never banned the film, but had awarded it instead its Hsp.e:c!ial 
classification" rating.) 
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But WGN-TV refused to reconsider its decision, and the controversy, in ever
widening circles, went on. The executive director of Protestants and Other 
Americans United for Separation of Church and State. in Washington, demanded a 
federal investigation. The Church Federation and Lutheran Council of Greater 
Chicago, in protesting the ban to the Federal Communications Commission, stated 
(Christian Science Monitor, Dec. 26): 11 This action violates the American concep
tion of freedom of the press . , • Acquiescence by WGN to censorship by any church 
group violates the terms on which this important station is authorized to broadcast 
in the public interest. 11 

Indeed, WGN-TV's action pleased few. The sponsor of the program {"We are ex
tremely ~;;orry that WGN -TV has cancelled this showing") indicated that he would 
show the film "anytime it can be cleared with any station. 11 Even the editor of the 
Catholic Commonweal commented (Feb. 15): 

The Catholics who followed this course of action ... have damaged 
the fabric of society because they have placed in jeopardy the still 
undefined 'freedom 1 of the TV screen . . . Even if the decision on this 
case is reversed and the film shown, every television studio will 
tread more warily in scheduling programs in the future. 

Opposition to the ban was voiced in many quarters in the following months. Events 
took a most unhappy turn with the ill-considered petition from the Chicago Action 
Committee of the Freedom of Religious Expression to the FCC urging the revoca
tion of WGN -TV's license - a petition which, fortunately for all concerned, was 
later withdrawn. Indicative of the continued deterioration in the whole situation was 
another action by Protestant leaders in asking the FCC to deny television licenses ~ 
to Jesuit universities in New Orleans and St. Louis - an action which they charac
terized openly as retributive (Washington Post and Times Herald, March 4). 

Only happy (and somewhat anti-climatic) note in the whole Luther story is the deci
sion of Chicago's WBKB -TV to show the film on April 23, with its original sponsor. 

Set against the flames of controversy that cast a sickly and sorrowful light over 
Prete stant and Catholic alike on the heels of Cardinal Spellman 1 s denunciation of 
Baby Doll and the Ghicagoland TV station's decision to cancel Martin Luther, 
Father John Courtney Murray's observations, though almost a year old (and hence 
divorced from the present controversy) shine with a kdnd of clear, resplendent 
radiance. After remarking that our society is a pluralist society and that in it all 
religious groups are sociologically, even if not statistically, minority groups, he 
voices four rules which should be operative relative to censorship (Literature and 
Censorship, an address, delivered on the occasion of the presentation of the Thomas 
More Association Medal): 

(1) Within the larger pluralist society, each minority group has 
the right to censor for its own members, if it so chooses, 
the content of the various media of communication ... 

(2) In a pluralist society no minority group has the right to de
mand that government should impose a general censorship, 
affecting all citizenry, upon any medium of communication ... 
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(3) Any minority group has the right to work toward the elevation 
of public morality in the pluralist society, through the use of 
the methods of persuasio1t and pacific argument, 

(4) In a pluralist society no minority group has the right to impose 
its own religious or moral views on other groups, through the 
use of the methods of force, coercion, or violence. 

DETROIT DILEMMA 

On January 13 the head of Detroit's police censor bureau issued a ban on the sale 
and distribution of the paperback edition of John 0 1Bara 1 s Ten North Frederick. 
Five days later Police Commissioner EdwardS. Piggins extended the ban to the 
hardcover edition, saying, "This is not a book I would want my sons to read. 11 

(The book had been on the Detroit Public Library's shelves and available to adults 
for months and Ralph A. Ulveling, library director, said no one had raised objec
tion to its being there.) 

Random House and Bantam, publishers of the clothbound and paperbound editions, 
brought suit to have the ban lifted. On February 7, after hearing testimony from 
the opposing attorneys, Circuit Judge Carl M. Weideman reserved decision, and 
the case is still pending. 

The' U. S. Supreme Court decision is in all likelihood bound to affect the Detroit 
case, although city officials have indicated they may, if necessary, seek refuge in 
the ''common law against obscenity; 11 Meanwhile, Michigan legislators are inten
sifying their drive for a new obscenity statute. 

THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS 

Pro-Americanism in Texas: Three members of the Texas unit of Pro-America 
cpntinuously review each textbook used in the public schools, to see that "ideolo
g~es conflicting with the U. S. Constitution are not taught. 11 

Commager "persona non grata": A lecture on the American presidency by the 
noted historian Henry Steele Commager was cancelled in the closing weeks of 1956 
by the Swanhaka, N. Y., High School Board because he was "too controversial. 11 

Among the conflicting versions of the reasons for the cancellation, "the historian 1 s 
support of a Christmas -time appeal for 16 second-string Communists" was the only 
op.e specifically given. 

Supreme Court decision inN. J.: Grounds for possible removal of teachers were 
defined by N. J. Supreme Court on February 4 in ordering the Newark Board of 
Education to reconsider its dismissal of three public school teachers discharged in 
1955 for invoking the Fifth Amendment before a Congressional Subcommittee. The 
high tribunal demanded a "full and conscientious inquiry" for the three and speci
fied the charges which if proved would constitute grounds for their removal: (1) re
fusal to answ~r questions on Communist affiliations put to them by the board; (2) 
proof that they were "now subject to the ideologies and discipline of the Communist 
party"; (3) proof that they "rebelliously and frivolously" refused to answer ques
tions put to them by the Congressional group. (N. Y. Times, Feb. 5) 

''Climate of fear" in Tacoma decried: Upon learning from a teacher that about 20 
copies of Magruder's American Government (1949 ed.) had been burned two years 
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.ago in a Tacoma high school basement, a school board member decried "the 
·climate of fear that makes a teacher wait two years before reporting such an act." 
(Seattle Times, Dec. 7) 

Contrast: The National Reform Association, holding its annual meeting in 
Pittsburg, described the barring of free Bibles in Pennsylvania schools as "con
trary to the best American tradition." At the same time it urged a review of 
school health textbooks to find out if "the doctrine of total abstinence is being re
placed by the dangerous teaching of moderation as related to alcoholic beverages. 11 

(Pittsburg Press, Nov. 16) 

DAR and textbooks: In February, the Philadelphia chapter of the DAR received 
permission from the Board of Education to inspect its textbooks for 11 subversive 
material." Said the associate superintendent, "We will treat it very seriously, 11 

if the DAR finds anything not to its liking. (N. Y. Post, Feb. 14) 

AKD ALSO ... 

''Books are different" in Dallas: The Dallas Times Herald (Nov. 22) reports that 
''all controversial works of art" have been banned from exhibit by the Dallas Public 
Library by action of the board of trustees, and notes that "action by the board up
held library director James D. Meeks who Monday took down a painting by Picasso 
and a rug based on one of his designs •.• after a siege of telephone calls '\nd the ap-
pearance of several persons protesting the showing. 11 .Board President Store-' saici 
the rule does not apply to books, which are 11a different field entirely." Two other 
Picassos were also removed. Library officials refused to allow the press to photo
graph the paintings. 

Readers of the Newsletter will recall a happier conclusion to an earlier art con
troversy in Dallas, when the Dallas Art Association rejected a request from the 
Dallas County Patriotic Council to remove the paintings of four artists from an ex· 
hibition. (Newsletter, April 1956, p. 6) 

"Gentle web of censorship" in San Francisco: Demands from druggists, the Na
tional Organization for Decent Literature, and prodding from police (headline: 
''Police Call Dealers In - They Take 'lhe l;iint 11 ) are weaving the "gentle web of cen
sorship around the city and the Bay Area" by 'Qringing pressures on the wholesalers 
of magazines, comic books, and paperbacks. ''Books,'' says a writer in the San 
Francisco News (Jan. 8) ''are being censored in San Francisco- -indirectly and, 
generally, inoffensively. 11 

"Gentle(?) web" in Cleveland, too: App_arently on the theory that "what's bad 
enough for Detroit is bad enough for us, 1' the paperbound (Bantam Books) edition of 
Ten North Frederick has been removed from the stands in Cleveland. Police ver
sion (as reported in the Press, March 4): "When a book comes to our attention ... 
(we) suggest to the distributor that he might keep out of hot water if the book in 
question is withdrawn. The distributor then invariably complies," Publisher ver • 
sion (same source}: "A 'request' by police resulting in stoppage of the sale of a 
book is in itself a ban, usually as effective as if such stoppage came about as the 
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result of a formal written order. 11 
-------... 

Kennedy, pere et fils - a study in contrasts: Said Kennedy fils (senator from Mass 4 

achusetts), in a widely quoted remark: 
8 
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The '101:k on the door of the legislature~ the parliament, or the 
assembly hall by order of the King, the Commissar, or the 
Fuehrer, has historically been preceded by a lock on the door 
of the printer's, the publisher's, or the bookseller's. 

Kennedy pere (former ambassador to Britain), owner of a chain of twenty theatres 
througho~w England, refused to book Baby Doll t following Cardinal Spellman's 
excoriation of it, in effect locking the door on this film for Catholic and non-Catho
lic alike in those small towns where his theatre constitutes the sole mov1e outlet. 
Said Kennedy p~re, "I think it should be banned everywhere." (New York Times, 
Dec. 27) 

"Editing" vs. "analyzing" the news: One evening in February, CBS news commenta· 
tor Eric Sevareid ran afoul of censorship, when CBS killed a script wherein were 
:posed several questions (presumably unacceptable to the network) regarding the U · 
S. policy of keeping correspondents out of China. On the same evening, the same 
network passed a script by Ed Murrow containing a blunter criticism of the State 
Department on the same score. Said CBS, in defense of its ban on Sevareid, his 
~cript was "editorial" rather than "analytical. 11 

The New York Post (Feb. 13) was moved to comment: 

Such distinctions always fascinate us. Long ago it seemed clear 
that one man's fair-minded analysis is another man's dogmatic 
editorializing. Any intelligent commentary involves a selection of 
facts; indeed, to begin with it involves the choice of a subject ... 
We say all this, of course, in analytical rather than editorial tones. 

SILVER LINING 

Communism study urged: Indicative of a more relaxed approach to communism an~ 
a departure from the era of suspicion is the news that the American Bar Associa
tion urges that the high schools and colleges adopt a program of teaching which in
cludes a lecture on the meaning and nature of communism. It further suggests to 
the 1400 state and local bar associations in the U. S. a specific model - an address 
on "The Meaning of Communism'' presented to the students in the public high schools 
:ln Florida through the cooperation of the Florida Bar Association and the Florida 
State Board of Education. Remarks the Christian Science Monitor on the front page 
of its Feb. 20 issue: "The address .•. is a particularly lucid lecture - and one that 
draws a clear and intelligent contrast between communism and democracy without 
the sort of heavy-handedness that repels the seeker of objective knowledge." 

Levittown, L. I., School Board rejects veteran censor ship of schoolbooks: The 
proposal that a review board of one "Americanism officer" from each of five veter
an's groups and from the PTA Council be set up to act as a "fact-finding committee 1

' 

to handle all complaints on "subversive" books was rejected by a split vote of the 
school board. (New York Post, Nov. 20) 

The NODL list and the distributor: A Charlotte, S. C., distributor says here
ceives the NODL list and adds, "But we disregard it. We feel that the NODL is a 
religious group and that if we abided by their decisions we would be dictating what 
everybody reads on the basis of what one small group says it should read. 11 

(Charlotte Observer, Feb. 12) 
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Comics in Colorado: A committee of the Legislative Council of the General As
sembly studying possible measures to regulate comic books found such legislation 
neither necessary nor advisable, and called government censorship of comic book.s 
"totally out of keeping with the concepts of a free press in a land of free people· 11 

(Denver Post, Dec. 20) 

ALA LIBERTY AND JUSTICE BOOK AWARDS 

February 15 was the deadline for submission of books published in the U_nited States 
in 1956 to be considered for the first ALA Liberty and Justice Book Awards. The st 
awards of $5, 000 each to the authors of the books judged most distinguished in 
three categories are supported by a grant from the Fund for the Republic to the 
American Library Association. The awards are administered by the Association's 
::::ommittee on Intellectual Freedom; and correspondence pertaining to the awards 
and shipments of books has been ha7ldled by the Chairman, Robert B. Downs, and 
~he Secretary, ll.eslie W. Dunlap, at the University of Illinois Library. 

More than 60 publishers and other agencies submitted approximately 225 titles for 
consideration. Some 90 titles were sent to the jurors for "contemporary problems 
a.nd affairs"; about the same number to the jurors in "history and biography''; and 
a.bout half that number to the jurors in ''imaginative literature" (fiction, poetry, and 
published drama). 

'l'he jurors in each category will meet late in March to determine the winners of the 
respective awards. The three winners will be announced at a public ceremony to be 
held at the Donnell Library Center, at 20 West 53rd Street, in New York at 8:30p.m 
0:1 Thursday, April 25, No tickets of admission will be required for this event which 
s:1ould attract many readers of the Newsletter in the New York area. 

Y-JU MIGHT LIKE TO READ 

Walter Gellhorn: Individual Freedom and Governmental Restraints. Baton Rouge, 
L.S. U. Press, 1956. 

"Writing always in a low key, Mr. Gellhorn in his chapter on book censorship makes 
a none the less elequent plea for freedom of the right to read. In view of the words 
of the First Amendment, one might think it hardly necessary to argue for that riglft 
at this late date; but the extent and virulence of the malpractice of censorship on 

·the part of both public and private bodies is astonishing- -with the United States Post 
. Office Department one of the main offenders. 1A more pressing danger than bad 
reading is no readin~ at all, 1 Mr. Gellhorn points out. If half the energy devoted 
to useless attempts at suppression were diverted to encouraging good reading 
habits among children and adults, the level of reading in our country might begin to 
rise toward that of Scandinavia and other civilized states." - from the review by 
John B. Oakes in the New York Herald Tribune, Dec. 30, 1956. 

John Courtney Murray: "Literature and Censorship" (an address delivered on the 
occasion of the presentation of the Thomas More Association Medal). 

Copies of this clear and reasoned discussion are available without charge from the 
.Fund for the Republic, 60 East 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y. 

1956, 
"The Bad Arguments Intelligent Men Make." America, Nov. 3, 
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Provocative and thoughtful Catholic answer to John Fischer's article in the Oct . 
1956 Harper 1 s. 

WHAT NEXT? 

What is "obscene"? The Geneva Conference on the Suppression of the Circulation 
and Traffic in Obscene Publications, meeting in 1923, found they were unable to 
define obscenity. "After which, " Aldous Huxley wrote, "having triumphantly as
serted they did not know what they were talking about, (they) settled down to their 
discussion." (New York Times, March 3) 

"And so forth": The entertainment commission of San Jose, Calif., after preview 
ing Gina Lollobrigida's Woman of Rome., banned it "on the general grounds of 
morality, obscenity, and so forth.'' (San Francisco Chronicle, Feb. 22} 

Headline: "Figgins in a Poke at Novelist O'Hara" (from Marsh Maslin's column in 
the San - Francisco Call -Bulletin, Jan. 26). 

Cap-tivating comment: A proposal by McKeesport Police Chief James Loizes to 
ban movies which ridicule police was given unanimous approval by the Western 
Pennsylvania Police Chief's Association meeting in McKee sport. (McKee sport 
News, Jan. 16) 

Three lawyers and a title : Three Albuquerque lawyers, hired at state expense to 
draft in correct legal form the proposed law to curb pornography, gave it a title 
which described it as an act relating to obscenity, declaring it a felony, and "pro-

r viding for the violation thereof." Quipped the Albuquerque Journal (Feb. 7), "Witb 
the latter phrase, anyone might think the bill was offering leads on how to acquire 
some dirty postcards without getting caught." 

"THANK YOU, MR. FIGGINS" (An Editorial) 

Dear Mr. Pig gins: 

We in the book world have long asserted that a little censor ship is a dangerous 
thing; that when one kind of material is censored, all other kinds are threatened; 
that the actions of free-wheeling censors, whether volunteer and self-appointed or 
wearing shiny badges or £rocked in the garb of the cleric, however laudable their 
motives, are arbitrary, capricious, dangerous, and all too often outside the law. 
We question the validity and indeed the wisdom of the whole censorship process -
the people who do it, the means they employ, the climate which they engender, the 
effects they achieve. 

But we need a good, down-to-earth example to prove our distrust in censorship -
a person, a place, an event - an example to show what censorship is and how it 
leads from its 'little beginnings 1 (with which so many so readily agree) involving 
comics and magazines on to books, paperback and hardbound alike, and finally 
(directly and indirectly) on to those who handle books - whether publisher, dis
tributor, bookseller, or librarian. 

You, Mr Figgins, have given us our example. You are our Exhibit A in our case 
against censorship, for you are the person. The place - Detroit. The event - the 
banning of a hardbound book named "Ten North Frederick. 11 
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Successful in your efforts with comic, magazine, and paperback (why is obscenity 
at 50¢ more obscene than obscenity at $3. 95 - simply because more available, per
haps?), you move on into a new and headier realm - you ban the hardbound from 
booksellers• shelves, too. True, you leave the public Ubrary alone - this time (b:'llt 
wait -if a hardbound at $3.95 is obscene, isn't it certainly more available - and 
therefore more obscene - when free?), 

Yes, Mr. Figgins, we are grateful. By your act, the subtle, threateni~g, danger-: 
ous ways of censorship and where they lead stand out high and clear for all who 
look - and who can fail to look'? - to see. 

Thank you, Mr. Figgins, 
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Your obedient 
Editor 


